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NATIONAL ALL STAR CHEERLEADING CHAMPIONSHIP

2022 WORLDS BID DECLARATION 
9 PAID AND 27 AT-LARGE

9 PAID BIDS 

Three (3) PAID BIDS will be awarded among the Senior All Girl divisions of L6 Senior Xsmall, L6 Senior Small, L6 Senior Medium 

and L6 Senior Large divisions. 

 

Three (3) PAID BIDS will be awarded among the Senior Coed divisions of L6 Senior Coed Xsmall, L6 Senior Coed Small, L6 

Senior Coed Medium and L6 Senior Coed Large divisions. 

 

Three (3) PAID BIDS will be Up For Grabs for all Bid Eligible Divisions. 

 

**Full PAID BIDS will be awarded at the discretion of CHEERSPORT. Factors impacting the decision are depth of division, rou-

tine skills and deductions. First place Champions will be given strong consideration for each full PAID BID. 

 

**Teams who earn a PAID bid will receive monies directly from Varsity All Star to be applied to their Worlds registration. In 

the event that a team either decides not to attend Worlds or Worlds is canceled for any reason, PAID bid money will need 

to be returned to Varsity All Star. 

 

23 AT-LARGE BIDS 

The highest scoring team without a bid in each Worlds division will be eligible for an AT-LARGE BID, provided that the team 

places in the top 3 of their division. If there are no teams in the top 3 places eligible for an AT-LARGE bid, then the bid 

comes Up for Grabs. All divisions will be considered. 

 

4 AT-LARGE BIDS: Up for Grabs Bids 

AT-LARGE BIDS will be awarded at the discretion of CHEERSPORT across all World’s eligible divisions. 

 

EXTRA AT-LARGE BIDS 

Any extra AT-LARGE BIDS still available one the above process is complete will be awarded as an Up for Grabs bid at the 

discretion of CHEERSPORT. 

 

 

  

CHEERSPORT has the right to modify this bid declaration at any time.


